
replacement panel service
UPLIFTING YOUR SKYFOLD WALL
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So you’ve been enjoying your Skyfold operable vertical wall for 
many years now—but could it be time for an UPlift? 

Perhaps the surfaces have become worn or stained, or perhaps you simply feel the need 
to refresh your space.  Maybe you are moving into a space where you are lucky enough to 
have a Skyfold wall and want to update to match your new design. 

Whatever the reason you feel it may be time to give your panels a face-lift—or if you simply 
want to change or refresh your finish or design, Skyfold is ready to help on all fronts.
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Small changes can make a difference 
Just changing the panel color or the fabric of your existing wall could dramatically enhance the 
appearance of your space.  Or you could take it even further and decrease its noise level by 
replacing your existing panels with NRC panels to increase the comfort of users.

Browse our expansive selection of standard and specialty finishes for your Skyfold wall. Turn 
your partition into a functionable surface, for example, just by adding a white markerboard finish 
to some (or all) of the panels. Unleash your or your designer’s creativity by mixing and matching 
colors and finishes for a truly distinctive design. The possibilities are endless.
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Do you already have an idea or a specific finish in mind? 

We look forward to working with you to make it a reality. 
Head to the photo gallery to see what our standard and custom finishes look like on Skyfold retractable 
walls—and what solution we might be able to provide for you.
Operable partition walls don’t have to be boring, after all! The right finish (or combination of finishes) can 
transform a simple partition into an accent wall with the ability to tell a story, inspire, wow, or tie together a 
design concept—sometimes all at once!
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Finishes - freedom to design

Fabric│Vinyl│Wood Veneer│Marker Board 
Mixed Finishes│Murals│Specialty Metals 
Plasti c Laminate│Paint

Panel fi nishes cannot exceed 1/8” (3mm) in thickness. Moreover, customer supplied vinyl or fabrics cannot exceed 0.040” (1mm) in thickness 
since these fi nishes are wrapped around Skyfold’s panel edges. Finishes that exceed 0.040” (1mm) in thickness can be applied onto the face 
of the panel only and must be rigid in nature, such as a plasti c laminate or wood veneer.
Maximum weight of material:  0.111 lbs/ft 2 (0.542 kg/m2.  Only acousti cally transparent fabric fi nish for Skyfold Classic NRCTM
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Duvaltex Marin 1300 - OCEAN WASTE CLEAN IMPACT TEXTILES™
• 90% post-consumer recycled polyester, including ocean waste
• 10% polyester
• Made with upcycled ocean plastic waste
• For every pound of fabric, up to half a pound of marine waste is removed from the ocean
• Compliance with the highest industry standards
View this fi nish

Duvaltex Resolve 1301 - BIODEGRADABLE CLEAN IMPACT TEXTILES™
100% post-consumer recycled biodegradable polyester
View this fi nish

HOW TO MAKE AN OPERABLE WALL 
BLEND IN WITH YOUR SPACE: 
Read more...

Ocean Waste Collected OCEAN WASTE CLEAN IMPACT TEXTILES™Transformed into YarnCategorized, Separated,
and Cleaned

As part of our ongoing sustainability initiatives, 
we are proud to off er our new OCEAN WASTE 
CLEAN IMPACT TEXTILES™ fi nishes

Visit our 
VerticalThinking  Blog

READY, SET…FINISH!:
Read more...

A PICTURE CAN BE WORTH A 
THOUSAND WORDS:
Read more...

Helpfull 
Tips
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Skyfold is pleased to be an offi cial member of the U.S. Green Building Council. The Green Council is committed to promoting better designed buildings that are not only more environmentally and socially responsible, but also help improve 
the quality of life for those who occupy them and the communities in which they are built. The Council has developed a benchmarking system known as LEED (Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design). When it comes to recycled 
materials, architects and owners who choose a Skyfold vertically folding operable wall system can calculate the following toward LEED accreditation on their projects.
In order to continue protecting our environment, it is essential that we all do our part by using recycled materials whenever possible. Skyfold is proud to help.

Recycled materials:  Up to 97%
Post-consumer:  Up to 27%
Pre-consumer:  Up to 51%

SKYFOLD®, SKYFOLD® Classic™, SKYFOLD Zenith® and SKYFOLD Mirage® are registered trademarks of Skyfold Inc. and Skyfold Investments Ltd.E
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Contact your local Skyfold Dealer

MAIN OFFICE

325 Lee Avenue 
Montreal, Quebec 
CANADA  H9X 3S3

 T +1 (514) 457-4767 
 F +1 (514) 457-7111 
 info@skyfold.com 
 www.skyfold.com

For more information visit our website or contact us directly.


